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Audi certified pre owned warranty information

The Audi Certified Used Program offers a variety of inventory options, including almost new vehicles. Our vehicles have a dealership inspection of more than 300 points and a CPO Limited warranty, of exceptional value. See key information on the Warranty View Inventory Limited warranty coverage included Audi-certified limited used warranty with unlimited mileage with honored
coverage at more than 300 Audi dealerships across the United States. The duration of the CPO Limited warranty depends on whether a limited warranty cover for new vehicles remains at the time of purchase. Seeing the warranty transfer request with an already outstanding certified pre-ownership program, we offer the confidence to know that Audi's limited used warranty
warranty is easily transferable to a subsequent private owner. Learn more Rigorous 300 Point Dealer Inspection With a full inspection of more than 300 points by a licensed Audi dealer, you can be sure that your Audi certified used vehicle is ready for the road ahead. Check the Inspection Checklist The inspection process, coverage and offers are solid reasons to own, but they are
not the only ones. From luxury performance to our proven design, we've compiled a list of the top ten reasons why choosing an Audi-certified used vehicle is the right decision. 1. A full inspection of more than 300 points. With 15 pre-checks, 115 external checkpoints, 85 indoor checkpoints, 39 engine compartment checkpoints, 36 train train checkpoints and 18 road test
checkpoints, Audi's certified pre-ownership inspection process is one of the most rigorous in the automotive industry. 2. Unlimited mileage warranty coverage. With an Audi certified used vehicle, you not only get an impressive luxury vehicle, but you also get the peace of mind that comes with unlimited miles under the limited used certified audi warranty. This means that your Audi
will have strong support. To put that in perspective, let's just say that you have a desire to explore every last mile of the interstate highway system in the United States. Although you have this kind of warranty behind you, there's no reason you can't do it with confidence, especially knowing that you can shoot in one of our dealerships across the country, if an unlikely mechanical
problem arises. , CPO Limited Warranty Coverage begins at the expiration of NVLW and continues for up to 5 years from the date of in service without mileage limits. If NVLW coverage has expired at the time of the purchase of the CPO, CPO Limited warranty coverage begins at the time of purchase and continues for 12 months with no mileage limit. Check the owner's or
dealer's documentation for warranty exclusions and limitations. 3. Audi's certified used program offers exceptional benefits. When you buy an Audi-certified used vehicle, you can count on receiving benefits Brand. From 24-hour roadside assistance for a year (which includes reimbursement for tow and travel interruptions) to the easy portability of the limited pre-ownership warranty
certified to a subsequent private owner, we're here for you every step of the way. In addition, with a comprehensive report on the vehicle history required for each vehicle, you can focus on what you like to do most: drive your Audi. If 24-hour roadside assistance coverage for new vehicles has expired prior to the purchase of the CPO, 24-hour roadside assistance coverage is one
year from the declared sale date of CIPO with unlimited mileage. 4. Our vehicles are built to last. We know that our vehicles will be on the road for a long time, so it makes sense that we design our parts to last at least as long as the vehicle is on the road, and in some cases longer. 5. Our vehicles are designed to stand the test of time. Looking back, we create designs that won't
be out of style in the future. Just consider our iconic Audi Singleframe® grille. Its design dates back to 1935, but its iconic look is just as striking today as it was 85 years ago. So what do design features like this mean to you? You'll never have to worry about your audi's certified pre-ownership to look obsolete, and the timeless design will help maintain its value. 6. The driver is at
the top of his mind. Our team of world-class automotive designers and engineers works tirelessly to ensure that every Audi is not only an amazing work of art, but also an exceptionally engaging vehicle to drive. This is evident from the moment you sit in the driver's seat to the moment you power through the top of a bend on a winding mountain road. We have the pilot in mind from
the beginning, and we are proud to say so. 7. Buy the Audi you've always dreamed of. Take the wheel of the Audi that has been on your mind from the beginning. By purchasing an Audi-certified used vehicle, you'll have the chance to get into your ideal model at exceptional value. This is an opportunity to make your automotive dreams come true — don't let it pass. 8. Each Audi
vehicle goes through rigorous testing during development. 7.5 million. This is the average number of miles our test team puts on Audi vehicles in a given year. Testing in every conceivable environment, from the torrid desert of the United Arab Emirates to the frozen tundra of northern China. On top of that, each spends a lot of time at our state-of-the-art factory testing facilities, so
you can take comfort in the fact that each Audi has been carefully tested with a second owner in mind. 9. We have had an Audi certified used vehicle even better. With special financing and extended vehicle service contracts, you can add ease and certainty to your Audi-certified used experience. Audi Financial Services offers financing with rates and conditions, while our wide
range of available coverage options gives you everything from extended service benefits with an Audi Pure Protection certified used service contract to comprehensive protection with a Ding Shield service plan. It's just our way of making the ownership of an Audi certified used vehicle exceptional from start to finish. 10. We are committed to making you an Audi fan for life. Even after
driving in your dream car, we are committed to doing everything we can to keep the dream alive by offering you a property experience that rivals even those of the most exclusive clubs in the world. This applies to everything from the initial purchase to the maintenance visits scheduled when you are ready to buy another Audi. Expect us to say everything we can to make sure that
owning Audi is one of the most rewarding experiences you'll ever have. Please contact our support team for help. Thank you! Our engineers will investigate your problem. Incident number: 18.15edef50.1606974071.12b7a801 All pre-possessed certified Audi vehicles have undergone a rigorous evaluation as used vehicles are not to ensure that they meet our strict criteria. The
systems are carefully checked, the electrical components, mechanical components and body structure are thoroughly inspected, and several road tests are carried out. When you get home inside a certified used Audi, you'll enjoy the same peace of mind as you would with a brand new vehicle. Audi CPO BenefitsIs Audi Certified Pre-owned is worth it? You'll find that in addition to
the intensive inspection your Audi CPO receives, it comes with a range of benefits. Audi CPO benefits include: 300 -one-time inspection - These include 15 pre-checks, 115 external checkpoints, 85 indoor checkpoints, 39 engine component checkpoints, 36 test train checkpoints, and an 18 road test checkpoints. Unlimited Mileage Guarantee Coverage - Get peace of mind when
you drive home in your certified pre-ownership Audi! Enjoy an unlimited mileage guarantee for up to 5 years! National Support - When you purchase an Audi CPO vehicle, you can receive a warranty service for your Audi CPO vehicle through us or one of the more than 200 Audi dealers nationwide!24/7 Roadside Assistance - Included with your Audi CPO is 24/7 Roadside
Assistance and towing and refunding travel interruptions! Great value - By choosing an Audi-certified used vehicle, you'll have the chance to get into your ideal model at exceptional value! Funding rate Special Certified - Receive special financing rates on your certified used Audi vehicle! Transfer Facility - Your same limited certified pre-ownership warranty can be easily transferred
to the following private owners! Audi CPO FaQWhile Guarantee we have covered much of what the Audi CPO program includes, it is common for Costa Mesa buyers to have additional questions. Below, we cover some of our best Audi CPO program and Audi CPO warranty issues: What is the Audi CPO CPO warranty to find out if pre-ownership certified audi is worth it or if you
will have to pay a significant deductible for the service? Good news: Audi CPO Guarantee has a $0 deductible. What is the Audi CPO warranty period? If there is a portion of the Audi New Vehicle Limited warranty, which expires at 4 years or 50,000 miles, it will be transferred to you at the time of purchase. Once this warranty expires, the Audi CPO warranty will take over for an
additional 12 months with unlimited mileage. Where do I go for Audi certified pre-ownership service? If your Audi-certified used vehicle needs a service, you'll be able to search for a service at the Audi Fletcher Jones Service Center, as well as a national network of other authorized Audi service centers. What does the inspection of more than 300 points of an Audi CPO include?1.
Dealer and Vehicle Information1.1 Audi Actungs (Stops!) If one of the following answers is NO, the vehicle cannot be enrolled in the Audi Certified Used Program. Has the vehicle exceeded the vehicle history report and has the mileage been checked? Is the vehicle 5 years old or newer and no more than 60,000 miles long? Is the vehicle free of after-sales modifications? (chassis
body or engine performance chip) Is it certain that the vehicle does not have an extensive or unreasonable service history? Do all VIPs match? (Frame/windshield/B-pillar; all original, no modifications)1.2 Pre-workThe following elements are performed in the service bay, with the exhaust pipe attached and the vehicle running. Does the paperwork match the VIN and the vehicle? Is
the model year of the vehicle confirmed? Is the maintenance booklet present? Are the warranty booklet and the owner's manual present? Are all services up-to-date and connected in the maintenance bookletVerify the engine model code in the trunk and enter the 5051 toolRun diagnostic test with the appropriate VAS tester on the vehicle; correct defects during inspectionRun
battery charge testImpression all diagnostic results and place the copy in the vehicle file1.3 DeterminationA this stage, the technician must determine if the vehicle is qualified to be part of the Audi certified used program before continuing the rest of the inspection. 2 - AudiThe Technician certified used indoor inspection will inspect and verify the operation and condition of the
vehicle's interior to determine if it meets the requirements of the Audi CPO program. During this inspection, the following will be checked: 2.1 Interior before All 3 keys (2 masters and 1 valet) Warning lights (ABS, airbag, O2 Sensor)On-board computer (Check OK MIL cycle)Hazard lights switchDash/console switchesDriver's side airbagsSpeakersDash holdersSteering
wheel/lock/key/tilt/telescopeHorn (all areas of pad)Left/right exterior mirror control and heaterRear view mirror/compassDome and front courtesy lightsHood release handleTrunk/tailgate releaseFuel door releaseAccessory power socket, lighter and ashtrayAM/FM Radio/Cassette/CD Changer/Satellite radioClockWindshield wiper wiper Controls/ventsThe handle/indicatorEmergency
brakeFoot pedals/operation and covers chimes and bells/alarms/deterrent flightCellular pre-wire base or mount2.2 Front left inside Front trim and door handle. Left front visor/vanity mirror, front window lightLeft front/lockLeft front seat controls/power/memoryThe left front heating of the front controls/ventsThe left front carpet, floor mat and front seat belt well left, front seat
adjusterThe front seat front cushion and the header of the coverDriver seat, the release of the header and the headlinerThe left-handed front headliner assist the handle.2.3 Left Back Interior, Rear trim and door handleLeft rear power windowTheft rear seat heating seat, floor mat and foot well Left rear seat beltThe rear seat cushion and headgear Rear Gaucher, header clearance
and headlining Left rear door /reflectorThe rear of the window sunshadeLeft rear airbagLeft rear title rear support handleRead armrest/ski bagRear controls/windsRear ashtray in the window centerRear sunshadeFirst Aid kit in the Central headrest and release2.4 Right Rear InteriorRight rear interior trim and door handle Rear window right back windowRight back carpet, floor mat
and foot wellRight rear seat belt Right rear cushion and rear headrest coverRight, headrest release and headlinerRight rear door lights / reflectorRight rear window sunshadeRight airbagRight rear airbagRight rear headliner assist handle2.5 Right Front Interiorright front interior trim and doorRight front vanity mirror/lightRight front power window/door lockRight front seat
controls/powerRight front controls/windsRight front seaterRight front airbagsGlove box, lock, and lightmaintenance Owner's manual front mat, floor mat and foot well straight front belt/height fitter, Right front seat and right front cushion, header clearance and headlining Right front door lights/reflectorRight headlining before assisting handle3 - Audi Certified Used Inspection from
Outside Vehicle3.1 Exterior Front BumperLi plate support decenseFront headlight lensHeadlamps high/low beamMarker lights and turn signalsParking and hazard lightsFog lights (if any)Headlamp washer spray heads and coversAudi emblemGrille conditionLower right fascia grilleFront tow eye coverLower left fascia grilleFront hood condition and paint conditionFront end
alignment of panels (check gaps)Glass-breaking GlassWindshield wipers windshield wiper armWindshield washer spray headshood release latch operationHood struts3.2 Left Front ExteriorRemote front fender alignment and paintLeft front side turn indicator lightLeft A- pillarVIN plateLeft front side mirror housing and glassLeft front door panel alignment and paintLeft front body
moldingsLeft front window glassLeft front window trimDriver exterior door handleDriver door lock cylinder (auto up / down / lock)Left front door hinge and alignmentLeft alignmentLeft door sealsLeft front sill plateLeft front door side moldingLeft front side rocker panel and trimLeft B-pillar3.3 Left Rear ExteriorLeft rear door panel alignment and paintLeft rear door side moldingsLeft rear
body moldingsLeft rear side rocker panel and trimLeft rear door window and moldingsLeft rear door trim the rear door hingeLeft seals the rear plate plate Left C-pillarLeft rear window quarter glassLeft rear window rear window glassLeft rear body panel alignment and paint3.4 Rear ExteriorRear end and tailgate paintRear Audi emblem and tailgate trimRear windowrear window
defrost elementTailgate hinges, alignment and strutsTrunk sealTrunk/luggage compartment lightCompartment hold-down latches and netRoadside kit present (if any) removable baggage coverSpare pulls jack , tools, and supportsCorrect spare tire, pressure, min 4 mm tread depthRear parking, reverse, fog, danger, and taillightsRear marker lamps and flashersRear brake
lightsHigh-center third lightRear brake brake bye-chocsRear exterior trunk releaseLicense plaque bracket and lightRear window wiperRear window wiper armRear window washer/spray headBoot cover (Cabriolet/Roadster)3.5 Right Rear RearRight rear quarter panel alignment and paintRight rear trim panel pieces and moldingsF door, rubber stops and fuel capRight rear back
windowRight rear quarter windowRight C-back door panel pillarRight Right rear side rocking panel and right rear window trim door and moldings Rear window rear windowRight rear door paint and gap alignment Outside handle back right rear handle d 'child lockRight rear sill vertical rear door platform and alignment3.6 ExteriorRight B-PillarRight straight exteriorright front door
panel paint and gap alignmentAtor outside right door handle right lockRight sillRight hinge front plate of Front door and alignmentRight front side rocker panel andRight trim front window trim vertical front window trim and mouldingsRight mirror sideRight A-pillarRight front lightright marker lightright trim parts and moldingsThe alignment of the right front wing and paint3.7 Top
ExteriorSunroof glass and seals (test for leaks)Roof panel/carrier antennaRoof/SIRIUS/Nav housingConvertible top (Cabriolet/Roadster)Operation windshield (Cabriolet/Roadster)4 - Audi Certified pre-owned Inspection of the Engine Compartment4.1 EngineUnder hoodEngin insulationin compartment labels - EGR/PCVTire pressure and recommended fuel labelCovers - engine
compartment/cowl cover/emblemsPower steering, engine oil and laveher reservoir capsCheck water in oil (check of oil filler cap)Fuel injection system, fuel filter / linesThe throttle/E-Gas links (or gas by wire)Emissions control test and readingAir filter - check the oilDust and pollen filter (Hepa)Accessory beltCylinder compression (Check 5051/52 diagnosis)Oil pressure (check
5051/52 diagnosis)Belt/chain Calendar) Power steering pump/pipesSurnance fluid flow Flow level of the washerWindshield Level Control of all pipes for air leaks and liquidChez the oil on the dipstick for level and state mountsEngine (upper area) crank/joint joint A/C compressor/lines/condenser4.2 Cooling systemEngine cooling tank capEngine cooling levelCooling system
pressure testRadiator hose upper/lower and heater hosesCooling fanCooling fan clutchCooling fan motorRadiator capRadiator/thermostatUpper core support. Radiator housingWater pump/belts (noise/leaks)4.3 TransmissionTransmission system conditionTransmission fluid auto/manual (leakage check)4.4 Electrical SystemBattery condition - location varies by modelAlternator
charging (warning light)4.5 Brake SystemBrake fluid reservoir capBrake fluid levelBrake master cylinder and booster5 - Audi Certified pre-owned Road Test5.1 Engine, Drivetrain and OperationStarter operation/starting (cold/hot)Fuel pump noiseEngine performance idle/noise/vibrationsSmooth acceleration/decelerationTransmission and shift pointsTransmission/transaxle noise
(cold/hot)Shift interlockClutch operationExhaust noises/odorsBrakes (operation/noise/pulling or pulsating)ABS functionSteering/tracking/pulling/play in the wheelSuspension noise/performanceVehicle ride, vibration, and overall drive-abilitySpeedometer, odometer, and trip functionCruise control in all modes including resumeNavigation system DVDs/CDs present and functionRide,
wind, door noise, rattles, etc.6 - Audi Certified pre-owned Inspection Under the Vehicle6.1 UndercarriageBumper flanges and bracketsFrame spot welds and seams (cracked or stressed)Sheet metal (deformation)Front subframesFront side apronsCenter support bearing (Quattro driveshaft)Brake linesBottom of front and rear bumpers (visual damage)Lower splash shieldLower
engine mountsLower radiator hosesSuspension arms and Joints CVSway bars/links/drinksControl arms and steering racks6.2 SystemHangers and clampsExhaust pipes, catalytic converter and heat shield6.3 Transmission / Differential / TransaxleRear axle fluid levelRear main sealTransmission linesAxle housing/final driveTransmission/mounts/control
linkagesDifferential/torsen/Quattro6.4 Tires and WheelsWheels: run out/curb damage/finish/match correctTires: correct size/match/damage/Audi approvedTire tread depth (4mm or better) and pressure6.5 BrakesParking brake cable and connection tensionBrake calipers and hosesBrake pad thickness (4mm or better) 7mm) 50%Rotor width (see ASIS)6.6 LinesFuel fuel tank and
linesFuel strapsFuel lineFuel filter (if not lifetime filter)What is covered by the Audi CPO warranty? Engine - block, pistons, connecting rods, crank, oil pump, flying wheel (non-clutch failure), cam shaft, timing chain/timer straps (if maintenance is tracked), cylinder heads and their mechanical components, ECM and associated wiring. Cooling system - radiator, radiator fan, expansion
tank, cooling and stack pump, actuation and indicator switches, indicator, cooling pipes. Fuel system - fuel tank, fuel tank cap, fuel filler, fuel pump, fuel pump relay, accumulator, fuel lines, accelerator switches and cables, intake collector, inactive air stabilizer, mass air flow sensor. Automatic transmission - lever and selector mechanism, Tiptronic® switches and controls,
transmission control module, transmission speed sensor, mounts, multifunction switch, shift lever lock and associated switches, all planetary gears and bearings, all internal clutches, all internal brake bands, ATF pump, ATF transmission case, valve body, governor, torque converter, valve body. Manual transmission - gear change lever, gear change block, gear change cable,
transmission box, transmission supports, internal shift bars, internal shift forks, main shaft, all internal bearings and clumps, all synchronizers, all gear sets. Final drive - propeller shafts (not joined or CV boots), propeller shaft straps, differential casing, drive shaft bearings, bearing casing, differential locks, internal all-wheel drive components, speedometer, differential bearings, oil
pump, Haldex components. Suspension - front axle sub-frame, control arm supports, control arm, wheel bearing case, steering join, front wheel hub, coil springs, stabilizer bar, stabilizer links, axle beam and rear support, heel axles, bearings and rear housings, rear springs. Brakes - ABS hydraulic pump and lines, warning and control switches, ABS control unit, all ABS wiring
harnesses, ABS relay, main cylinder, fluid tank, parking brake and all associated lever switches and cables, pressure regulators, pressure accumulators, all hydraulic lines and pipes, vacuum pump and pipes, stirrups and front and rear supports (not to capture corrosion), vacuum power supply/hydraulic unit. Direction - upper and lower steering shafts, steering column, steering
column adjustment mechanism, steering gear, power steering pump, all associated hydraulic pipes and pipes, all associated bearings. Climate controls - heating control unit, heating control cables and valves, heating core, ambient sensor, controls and cables of fresh air, breather of fresh air, ducts and distribution sockets, all vacuum motors, a/c control unit, all associated a/c
wiring, interior sensors, compressor and clutch compressor relay a/c, switches and sensors a/c, a/c receiver dryer, accumulator, a/c condenser, a/c. MMI expansion valve®, including: Multimedia Operating Unit, Multimedia Display Unit and ECM Information Display Control. Radio and Navigation - Navigation components, sound system components, including radios, compact disc
and DVD players, speakers and sub-models. Electrical - speedometer and sensors, odometer, tachometer, temperature gauges, horns, windshield wiper engine and associated sensor, windshield washer tank, fluid level sensor, head washer pump and associated components, head switch, brake light switch, turn signal switch, emergency flasher emergency door switches,
emergency switch, fog switch, alarm system components, wiring harnesses and connectors (not modified by spare facilities), cruise control components, starter, alternator, ignition coils, ignition locks and electrical components, shock sensors, voltage controllers, dispenser assemblies, infrared input receiver (not for battery replacement), , sunroof engine, sunroof switches and
relays, upper hydraulic engine and associated wiring, window control assemblies and motors, power window switches and associated wiring, side view mirror motors and associated wiring, sun shadow engine, airbag sensors and associated warning lights and associated components, airbags, seat motors and hearing elements. Have questions about the Audi CPO program? Want
to explore pre-owned certified Audi vehicles near Newport Beach? Contact the Audi Fletcher Jones team! Our financial team can answer all your questions about used vehicles cpo vs. our sales team can help you plan a test drive near Irvine today. A priceThe retail industry has changed since many people bought their last vehicle. In the past, car buyers would stop at one or two
dealerships and choose a used vehicle, but now many consumers are buying thousands of vehicles online before determining which cars they are interested in. We've seen companies like Amazon grow at an incredible rate, based on the ease of doing business with them. More and more consumers are enjoying shopping from their sofas with more options to choose from. We felt
the need to adopt this new retail strategy in our business. We understand that we need to facilitate the transaction process. The days of marking the car up to mark them down 10% needed to get to an end. Today, our prices are much more transparent and market-based so you don't have to spend hours negotiating. You always get the same amazing Fletcher Jones certified car,
and you can enjoy a much more user-friendly shopping experience. Experience.
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